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Used for the like, share, comment, and reaction icons 10 hours ago 
It was still a little early for much produce but Kelowna Farmers and Crafters Market opened for the 2024 outdoor season in its new location on Saturday. The market, one of the largest in BC, moved from near the Orchard Park shopping centre, where it has been for about 20 years, to the Landmark District, an area outside downtown with five business towers. The new location seems a lot more urban and features three distinct areas. A good crowd was on hand to check out the market, which a BC Association of Farmers’ Markets study says has an economic impact of about $16 million. 

#BCAg #CLinBC #kelownafarmersmarket ... See MoreSee Less
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 4 days ago 
The property near Kelowna International Airport where BC Tree Fruits Co-op planned to build a state-of-the-art packing plant has been sold for nearly $10 miillon. The deal closed on March 19, less than five years after BC Tree acquired the property for $6.5 million with plans to consolidate its packing operations in Kelowna. Those plans were shelved in August 2022. Co-op members protested the change of direction, and have forced two special general meetings aimed at changing how the co-op disposes of assets. Both bids failed.

#BCag #clinbc ... See MoreSee Less
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Now the question is, who bought it?




 1 week ago 
Strawberry and raspberry growers’ AGMs were more complex than usual this year without the confirmation of funds for research and development. Both the Raspberry Industry Development Council and the BC Strawberry Growers Association presented two budgets: one if Sustainable Canadian Agriculture Partnership Funding is received, and one if it is not. Research activities will be cut back significantly without the funds. SCAP opened to applications in March 2023, leaving recipients of past programs without funding for more than a year.

#BCAg #CLinBC ... See MoreSee Less
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I can’t imagine how difficult it is for board members and staff to try to plan with this uncertainty. Hopefully they get funding confirmation soon.

If you are growing for profit then you don't need funding ...bc then you are mooching
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 2 weeks ago 
Collateral damage. January's deep freeze is being blamed for killing a major source of revenue for BC beekeepers, not to mention a valuable source for spring foraging for their bees. Apiarists are seeing a "wholesale cancellation" of fruit pollination contracts as Interior orchards struggle to recover from extreme cold. For more, see this week's Farm News Update from Country Life in BC:  ... See MoreSee Less
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Weather is often a significant issue for beekeepers as it can have a direct impact on colony survival. But this past January’s freeze event will also have an indirect effect, killing off a major… 
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